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nority languages such resources are hard to
find. It is possible to overcome this obstacle
by using techniques inspired by field linguistics. That is, by drawing on bilingual
informants to translate and align given sentences. We do this though a piece of
software called the elicitation tool that presents sentences and context clues to a
bilingual informant and collects translations
and alignments (see Figure 1 on the following page).
Field linguists have relied on questionnaires that have remained relatively
static over a number of years. We want the
flexibility to change the questionnaire to reflect different semantic domains, different
goals for machine translation systems, different levels of detail, etc. We also want the
questionnaire to be available in multiple
languages. For example, we would want a
version of the questionnaire in Spanish for
use by Latin American minority language
speakers. We also want flexibility in lexical
selection in order to avoid cultural bias and
to choose appropriate lexical items for the
major language. This paper will look at
methods for specifying the scope and depth
of an elicitation corpus as well as methods

Abstract
In this document we will describe a semiautomated process for creating elicitation
corpora. An elicitation corpus is translated by a bilingual consultant in order to
produce high quality word aligned sentence pairs. The corpus sentences are
automatically generated from detailed
feature structures using the GenKit generation program. Feature structures
themselves are automatically generated
from information that is provided by a
linguist using our corpus specification
software. This helps us to build small,
flexible corpora for testing and development of machine translation systems.
Keywords: corpora, elicitation, minor languages, generation
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Introduction

In the field of Machine Translation
fully aligned and tagged translation corpora
are considered to be one of the most valuable resources for automatically training
translation systems. However, among mi-
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Figure 1: The elicitation tool is used by the informant for translation and alignment. Sentences are presented individually and can be annotated with context information when necessary.

for quick design and implementation of
elicitation corpora.
Furthermore, we will look at a use
of these methods to create a specific kind of
corpus called a typological-functional corpus. This type of corpus is designed to elicit
a range of language features (for example,
tense, person, number) and explore the way
those features are manifested in a target language.
2

and morphological paradigms is described in
(Monson et al. 2004). Rule refinement via
interaction with a consultant is described in
(Font-Llitjos et al. 2005). At run time, the
AVENUE system consists of a transfer engine and a decoder. The transfer engine
encompases analysis, transfer, and generation and produces a large lattice of possible
translations. The decoder uses statistical
techniques to zero in on the best scoring hypothesis. (Lavie et al. 2003)

The AVENUE Project
3

The work described in this paper
takes place in the context of the AVENUE
machine translation project1.
AVENUE is focused on the development of machine translation systems for
low-resource languages. Application of
AVENUE to a new language involves three
stages: elicitation, automatic learning, and
rule refinement. This paper concerns only
the elicitation stage of the project. Automatic learning of transfer rules from elicited
data is described in (Probst et al. 2002).
Automatic learning of morpheme boundaries

Elicitation Corpora

Our elicitation corpus will be sentence-based and have two main components:
firstly, a feature structure (an example can
be found in Figure 5) and secondly, the accompanying major language surface text
with its optional context information. The
informant will only see the major language
sentence and its context comments, but the
feature structure will be used to specify the
coverage of the elicitation corpus and provide annotation to the sentences. These
feature structures are designed to be as language neutral as possible; that is, they can
be used as a guide to generate elicitation
sentences in any language where a grammar

1

AVENUE is supported by the US National
Science Foundation,
NSF grant number IIS-0121-631
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Figure 2: The start-to-finish process of the corpus generation system. Ovals indicate software components. The page-boxes indicate human or computer generated documents

and a lexicon can be built. For our purposes,
feature structures will be used to generate
the elicitation corpus in the major language.
This corpus will then be translated and
aligned into a minor language by an informant.
3.1

Feature Specification

srcsent:
context:

I was the teacher.
I = one_man

srcsent:
context:

I was interesting.
I = one_man

srcsent:
context:

I was a teacher.
I = one_man

srcsent:
context:

I am a teacher.
I = one_man

srcsent:
context:

I was a teacher.
I = one_woman

Figure 3: These sentences and context comments
are part of an elicitation corpus used to elicit copula
sentences. The feature structure for the first sentence can be found in Figure 5
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How do we determine the range and
number features that we would like to cover
in our elicitation corpus? It may be important for us to look at plural and singular
noun phrases, but it also might be important
to determine whether a language delineates
between plural, dual and paucal. The purpose of the feature specification is to define
the list of features and corresponding values
that are available for producing feature
structures. Depending on our elicitation
goals, the specification might include just
singular and plural or all four possible values of number for a noun phrase. Choosing
to have all four would insure that all possible properties of number are addressed in
the feature corpus, but it might also cause
combinatoric bloat.
Additionally, the feature specification determines what kind of phrases can use
what kinds of features. For example, the polarity feature carries the value of positive
and negative but can only be applied at the
clause level.
Many features are also assigned a
default value. This attribute will be detailed

Our feature structures draw inspiration from Lexical Functional Grammar (see
Bresnan (ed.) 1982). They are multi-level
sets of feature-value pairs that are used to
reflect the grammatical structures intended
for elicitation. They can be designed to
specify lexical items, but in order to reuse
our set of feature structures with multiple
languages we keep lexical items out of our
feature structures and enable their specification in a specially designed GenKit grammar
and lexicon (Tomita et al. 1988).
A feature structure is made of feature-value pairs that correspond to each
phrase. Within the feature structure noun
phrases may be labeled as subjects, objects,
possessors or predicate nominatives (such as
‘He is the teacher.’). Verbs generally correspond to the top level of the feature structure
and there is no specific verb phrase node in
the feature structure. Language specific
headings such as ‘subject’ or ‘predicate’ can
be dismantled and reconfigured for languages that do not have such syntactic
phenomena.
Feature names and feature values
must come from the feature specification.

<feature>
<feature-name>np-my-number
</feature-name>
<value>
<value-name>num-sg
</value-name>
</value>
<value>
<value-name>num-pl
</value-name>
</value>
<value>
<value-name>num-dual
</value-name>
</value>
<note>
Additional values of num
ber: trial, quadral, paucal. We will ignore
these for now.
(Notes for analysis of
data: CS, 2.1.2.4.1 page
38, seem to imply thatsome combinations of
numbers are more expected
than others.)
</note>
</feature>

more closely when we look at corpus design
in Section 3.3.
Additionally, the feature specification defines what feature-values cannot be
combined. For instance, we may not want to
apply first or second person to common
nouns. We call these ‘exclusions’.
We have written the feature specification with XML markup language. The
specification itself is realized as a hierarchical structure of values contained within
features. Each level also contains markup
listing exclusions and further source notes.

((subj ((np-my-general-type pronoun)
(np-my-person person-first)
(np-my-number num-sg)
(np-my-biological-gender gender-male)
(np-my-function fn-predicatee)
(np-my-animacy anim-human)…))
(predicate ((np-my-general-type common)
(np-my-person person-first)
(np-my-function predicate)
(np-my-animacy anim-human)
(np-my-definiteness indefinite)…))
(c-my-copula-type role)
(c-my-secondary-type secondary-copula)
(c-v-my-lexical-aspect state)
(c-v-my-absolute-tense past)
(c-v-my-phase-aspect durative)
(c-my-imperative-degree imp-degree-n/a)
(c-my-ynq-type ynq-n/a)…)

3.2

Figure 5: An abridged feature structure for
the sentence “I was the teacher”

Figure 4: A sample feature entry from the
current feature specification

Feature Structures
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3.3

created. The feature structures represent a
cross product of all the feature-values that
were contained in the multiply, minus those
ruled out by exclusions. For example, if we
want to create an elicitation corpus that
looks at three values for tense (past, present
and future) along with all combinations of
polarity (positive and negative) we would
end up with six sentences. If we also
wanted to look at those features along with
the values for the subject as first, second and
third person we would end up with 18 sentences (= 2 values * 3 values * 3 values).
Not all features need to be specified
in a multiply. All features carry a default
neutral value that is automatically invoked
when that feature is not used in a particular
multiply. For example, if the feature for polarity is left unspecified, then the value is
automatically set at positive. If a default setting for a particular feature is unacceptable,
then an alternative can be specified within
the multiply. This keeps our control language from being too cumbersome and
tedious.

Corpus Design Control Language

The feature specification defines the
allowable feature-value pairs in the elicitation corpus. However, it is not feasible to
elicit every possible combination of features
and values. Our current feature specification results in tens of millions of
combinations of features and values. The
corpus control language is used by a linguist
to delimit a subset of features and values to
include in the elicitation corpus.
The formalized description of the
desired set of feature structures is called a
"multiply". This description is written using
a GUI to select features and set their range
of values. Features can be specified with
just one set value, a list of values that will be
alternated throughout the set of generated
feature structures, or they can have the string
'#all' written next to them. The ‘#all’ notation indicates that all values are to be
multiplied out into the set of feature structures. Furthermore, disjoint statements can
be used to create structures where one or
more features vary in tandem. See Figure 6
for an illustration of the details.
The Corpus Control Language allows a linguist to summarize a set of feature
structures. After then linguist writes a multiply, the feature structures are automatically

4

Generation is performed using
GenKit generation software (Tomita et al.
1988). It takes the feature structures along
with a corresponding grammar and lexicon

Generation with language
specific GenKit Grammars

Feature
Structures

Generation

Elicitation from
informant

Maj. L. X

Min. Lang A
Min. Lang B

Maj. L. Y

Min. Lang C
Min. Lang D

Maj. L. Z
Major Languages

Min. Lang E
Min. Lang F

Minor Languages

Figure 6: An illustration of the flexibility of the feature structures used for elicitation
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have singulars and plurals, etc. In order to
discover these properties, we compare sentences like "The child read a book" and "The
children read a book" in order to see if the
translation of "child" or "read" changes
when "child" is understood as plural.
The design of our elicitation corpora
are also modeled after questionnaires used
by field linguists. The two most pertinent
are the Comrie-Smith Questionnaire (1977)
and Studying and Describing Unwritten
Languages by Bouquiaux and Thomas
(1992). We use these field linguistics guides
to make an assessment of the type of morpho-syntactic phenomena that exist not only
in our major language, but also those that
have the potential to exist in almost any
natural human language. We used these
checklists as inspiration for the basic format
of our feature structures and to determine
scope and breadth of language features.

and generates a surface string along with a
comment. Generated comments are used to
show pieces of meaning that might not be
evident in the major/source language but
may be found in the target/minority language.
For example, the first person
singular pronoun in English does not carry
gender, so a comment will be generated indicating that “I = gender-female” or “I =
gender-male”. When using the elicitation
tool this information is presented to the bilingual informant using the context field.
5

Work Related to the FunctionalTypological Corpus

AVENUE is a system for learning
translation rules from a word aligned bilingual corpus. One phase of rule learning is
feature detection, which uses the elicitation
corpus to discover morpho-syntactic properties of a minority language. For this we
drew our inspiration from Robert Longacre’s Principles of Grammar Discovery
(1964). Thus, we expect to generate sentences with high degrees of uniformity that
can easily be compared in order to discover
typological properties such as whether the
verb agrees with the subject, whether nouns

6

Functional-Typological Corpora

An elicitation corpus is the untranslated major language corpus that will be
presented to the language informant using
the elicitation tool. Although our corpus

((subj ((np-my-general-type pronoun-type common-noun-type)
(np-my-person person-first person-second person-third)
“Multiply out by these lists of values”
(np-my-number num-sg num-pl)
(np-my-biological-gender bio-gender-male bio-gender-female)
(np-my-function fn-predicatee)))
{[(predicate ((np-my-general-type common-noun-type)
(np-my-definiteness definiteness-minus) (np-my-person person-third)
Disjoint set of cop(np-my-function predicate))) (c-my-copula-type role)]
ula types and their
[(predicate ((adj-my-general-type quality-type))) (c-my-copula-type attributive)]
predicates
[(predicate ((np-my-general-type common-noun-type)
(np-my-person person-third) (np-my-definiteness definiteness-plus)
(np-my-function predicate))) (c-my-copula-type identity)]}
“Use all values of polarity”
(c-my-secondary-type secondary-copula) (c-my-polarity #all)
(c-my-function fn-main-clause)(c-my-general-type declarative)
(c-my-speech-act sp-act-state) (c-v-my-grammatical-aspect gram-aspect-neutral)
(c-v-my-lexical-aspect state) (c-v-my-absolute-tense past present future)
(c-v-my-phase-aspect durative))
Figure 7: A multiply specification used to define a set of copula sentences with all combinations of tense,
and subject person, number and gender
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creation tools allow the creation of any kind
of corpus, we have focused on linguistic
functions such as cardinality and identifiability rather than on linguistic forms such
as suffixes and determiners. Our focus on
function is a consequence of the AVENUE
rule learning scenario, in which it is possible
that nothing is known about the form of the
minor language. Our goal is to vary the
functions and observe changes in the forms.
Our complete elicitation corpus is
not generated as a whole; it is actually made
of many smaller elicitation corpora. Each
“mini-corpus” focuses on one general typological category and concentrates on
building sentences with similar lexical items
and structure for ease of grammatical discovery. Incremental generation lowers the
development time of each mini-corpus and
reduces the possibility of generating nonsensical sentences. Step-by-step development
also increases the ease of testing, updating
and expanding corpora.
The current version of the functional-typological feature specification was
written in XML markup and then converted
to a machine-readable format. The feature
set is functional in the sense that it describes
functions like actor and undergoer rather
than morpho-syntactic realizations such as
nominative and accusative. A process of
feature detection (not included in this paper)
determines which functions have morphosyntactic realizations in the minor language
that is elicited.
Currently, the feature specification
contains about 50 features and a few hundred values and their corresponding
exclusions.
In addition, existing minicorpora include open questions, copula sentences and declarative sentences. Each
comes complete with its own GenKit grammar and lexicon.
So far we have used our functionaltypological corpora in conjunction with a
Hebrew-English translation system.
7

It is possible to produce resources
for minor languages using elicitation corpora and bilingual informants. It is also
possible to produce these elicitation corpora
in a way that will work across any major
language-minor language pair and in a
timely manner. We can use trained linguists
to design the feature scope of a corpus, and
produce a set of feature structures to cover
that scope. Furthermore, each individual
feature structure can produce a surface string
and context cues with just a major language
grammar and lexicon.
Our goal is to continue to produce a
complete functional-typological corpus and
use it to automatically discover the typological features of a language. We will do this
by drawing comparisons between aligned
and translated sentences with similar feature
structures. In addition, we are exploring
ways to control the size of a corpus while
still ensuring that the features of a language
have been fully explored.
We have also generated several narrow domain corpora, namely one for
medical situations. We would also like to
further test elicitation corpus generation for
this purpose.
8
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